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Abstract: This study proposes a disturbance observer-based proportional-type DC-link voltage
tracking algorithm for permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs). The proposed technique
feedbacks the only proportional term of the tracking errors, and it contains the nominal static
and dynamic feed-forward compensators coming from the first-order disturbance observers. It is
rigorously proved that the proposed method ensures the performance recovery and offset-free
properties without the use of the integrators of the tracking errors. A wind power generation system
has been simulated to verify the efficacy of the proposed method using the PSIM (PowerSIM) software
with the DLL (Dynamic Link Library) block.
Keywords: permanent magnet synchronous generator; DC-link voltage control; performance
recovery property; offset-free property; disturbance observer

1. Introduction
Because of the high efficiency, high power, and simple structures, the use of permanent magnet
synchronous machines (PMSMs) for various motoring and generating applications has been preferred.
Eliminating the external rotor excitation removes the rotor losses, which improves the PMSM efficiency
dramatically. Moreover, the absence of rotor winding eliminates not only the slip rings but also the
brushes, which leads to a considerable reduction of the maintenance costs [1–6].
In power generating applications, the PMSM plays the role of a balanced three-phase AC power
supply depending on the input mechanical power source, such as wind power, thermoelectric power,
nuclear power, and so on. The DC-link voltage across the output capacitor should be controlled
by the three-phase inverter with properly designed control algorithms. Because the corresponding
DC-link voltage control problem of the PMSM-based power system is equivalent to the case of the
AC/DC converter with a variable AC power source, the extant solutions for the AC/DC converter
output voltage control problems can be applied. The cascade control strategy has mainly been
adopted for controlling the output voltage of AC/DC converters, where the outer-loop controller
produces a desired d-axis current reference for the inner-loop current controller so as to regulate
the output voltage. Because of the simple structure, the proportional-integral (PI) controller has
commonly been used for the both inner and outer loops [7]. In the AC/DC converter model, there
exist inherent nonlinearities and disturbance terms in the output voltage and current dynamics, which
could cause a severe closed-loop degradation or instability. Several novel control techniques have
been applied for developing the inner-loop current controller to improve the output voltage tracking
performance by dealing with the nonlinearities and disturbance terms accordingly. For instance,
feedback-linearizing [8,9], passivity-based [10], and predictive [11] schemes remarkably enhanced the
closed-loop performance by canceling the nonlinearity and disturbances using the true parameters
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of the AC/DC converter. The model predictive controllers (MPCs) in [12] were designed to try to
enhance the transient performance through minimizing the cost function tracking errors, by using an
exhaustive search method for each sampling time. These advanced methods, however, require the use
of the true parameters of the converter, such as the resistance, inductance, and capacitance, to ensure
closed-loop stability with the desired closed-loop performance. Thus, it is questionable that these
advanced schemes can still provide the desired closed-loop performance with the stability guarantee,
as the converter parameters and the load current can be dramatically changed in accordance with the
operating conditions. An adaptive current controller in [13] has been devised in order to deal with the
parameter uncertainties, but it is ambiguous whether the current convergence property is still valid
without an offset error in the real implementation due to the absence of the integrators in the tracking
errors. The recent sliding mode controller in [14] was developed in order to enhance the output
voltage tracking performance in the transient periods by suppressing the disturbance terms caused
by a plant-model mismatch. In the case of the proportional type output voltage controller in [15],
there were no stability analysis and steady-state analysis with respect to the offset errors. Disturbance
observer (DOB)-based output voltage controllers are used in [16,17] that include the integrators of the
tracking errors, which may require the use of anti-windup algorithms.
There have been many multi-variable approaches in [18–21] to solve the output voltage tracking
problem of the AC/DC converter. These methods have been made through two steps; first, a positive
definite function with respect to the tracking errors was defined, and second, a control action was
derived to make the positive definite function monotonically decreasing for all time. However,
knowledge of the true parameters is required to ensure the closed-loop performances.
This paper offers a DOB-based proportional-type DC-link voltage tracking algorithm, considering
the nonlinearity in the DC-link voltage and PMSM dynamics with the model-plant mismatches.
The proposed method is derived through a multi-variable approach, which combines the simple
proportional-type feedback linearizing (FL) controller with the first-order DOBs. The contribution of
this article is summarized as follows. First, it incorporates the first-order DOBs in the proportional-type
FL DC-link voltage control algorithm so as to stabilize the tracking errors. Second, it is rigorously
proved that the closed-loop system ensures the performance recovery property as well as the offset-free
property without the use of the integrators of the tracking errors. The realistic simulation results
confirm the efficacy of the proposed method, in which the wind power system with the output
capacitor has been emulated by PSIM (PowerSIM) software.
2. Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator Model in Rotational d-q Axis
In the rotational d-q axis, the electrical and mechanical dynamics of the permanent magnet
synchronous generator (PMSG) are given by [22]:
did (t)
= − R s i d ( t ) + L q ωr ( t ) i q ( t ) + u d ( t )
dt

(1)

diq (t)
= − Rs iq (t) − Ld ωr (t)id (t) − λ PM ωr (t) + uq (t)
dt

(2)

Ld
Lq

J

dω (t)
dt

= − Bω (t) + Tm (t) − Te (id (t), iq (t)),

(3)

∀t ≥ 0, where id (t), iq (t), and ωr (t) := Pω (t) denote the d-q axis’ current and electrical speed,
respectively, and ω (t) and P represent the mechanical speed and the number of pole pairs, respectively.
The PMSG parameters Rs , Ld , Lq , λ PM , B, and J represent the stator resistance, d-q inductances, magnet
flux, viscous friction, and rotor moment of inertia, respectively, and Tm (t) is the input mechanical
torque. The input voltages ud (t) and uq (t) are treated as the control input, and the electrical torque
Te (id (t), iq (t)) is given by
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Te (id (t), iq (t)) :=



3
P ∆Ldq id (t)iq (t) + λ PM iq (t) , ∀t ≥ 0
2

(4)

where ∆Ldq := Ld − Lq .
Letting Pcap (t), Pin (t), and Pgrid (t) be the capacitor power, input power, and grid power,
respectively, as shown in Figure 1, it holds that
Pcap (t) = Cvdc (t)

dvdc (t)
= Pin (t) − Pgrid (t), ∀t ≥ 0
dt

(5)

and, because the input power of Pin (t) can be decomposed as Pin (t) = PG (t) + Ploss,inv (t),
∀t ≥ 0, where PG (t) and Ploss,inv (t) are the generator output power and the inverter power loss,
respectively, it follows from Equation (5) that
C

Ploss,inv (t)
dvdc (t)
ω (t)
=
Te (t) +
− Igrid (t), ∀t ≥ 0
dt
vdc (t)
vdc (t)

(6)

where Igrid (t) denotes the load current to the grid.
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Figure 1. The permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) power system topology.

It should be noted that it is difficult to consistently identify the true values of the PMSG parameters,
with the exception of the number of pole pairs P as well as the output capacitance value, because the
parameters can dramatically vary with the operating conditions, such as the phase current, DC-link
voltage, and PMSG temperature. Thus, it is reasonable for the dynamical Equations (1), (2), and (6) to
be rewritten as
Ld,0

did (t)
dt

= − Rs,0 id (t) + Lq,0 ωr (t)iq (t)
+ud (t) + dd,o (t)

Lq,0

C0

diq (t)
dt

dvdc (t)
dt

(7)

= − Rs,0 iq (t) − Ld,0 ωr (t)id (t) − λ PM,0 ωr (t)
+uq (t) + dq,o (t)
ω (t)
=
Te,0 (t) + dv,o (t), ∀t ≥ 0
vdc (t)

(8)
(9)
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with the nominal parameters of Rs,0 , Ld,0 , Lq,0 , λ PM,0 , and C0 , where the nominal torque Te,0 (t) is
defined as
, ∀t ≥ 0

Te,0 (t) := Te (t)
Ld = Ld,0 ,Lq = Lq,0 ,λ PM =λ PM,0

and dd,o (t), dq,o (t), and dv,o (t) denote the unknown disturbances caused from the parameter mismatch,
unmodeled dynamics, and load uncertainties.
The next section develops a DC-link voltage tracking algorithm based on the perturbed PMSG
current dynamics of Equations (7) and (8) with the DC-link voltage dynamics of Equation (9). To this
end, the following assumptions are made:
1.
2.

The disturbances dd,o (t), dq,o (t), and dv,o (t) are unknown, but their time-derivatives are bounded
for all time.
The stationary a-b-c phase current and the PMSG speed ω (t) are measurable so that the rotational
d-q axis currents are available for feedback.

3. DC-Link Voltage Tracking Algorithm Design
The DC-link voltage control objective is to force the closed-loop system to behave according to
the transfer function given by
∗ (s)
Vdc
ωvc
=
, ∀s ∈ C
Vdc,re f (s)
s + ωvc

(10)

∗ ( s ) and V
where ωvc is the desired cut-off frequency as a design parameter, and Vdc
dc,re f ( s ) denote the
∗
Laplace transforms of the DC-link voltage vdc (t) and its reference vdc,re f (t), respectively.
The time domain expression of the target dynamics of Equation (10) can be written as

v̇∗dc (t)



= ωvc

vdc,re f (t) − v∗dc (t)


, ∀t ≥ 0

(11)

and, then, with the target dynamics of Equation (11), defining the error as
ṽ∗dc (t) := v∗dc (t) − vdc (t), ∀t ≥ 0
the DC-link voltage tracking error dynamics can be obtained as
C0 ṽ˙ ∗dc (t)

= C0 v̇∗dc (t) − C0 v̇dc (t)
= − vω ((tt)) biq (t) − vω ((tt)) 32 P∆Ldq,0 id (t)iq (t) + dv (t)
dc

dc

= − vω ((tt)) biq,re f (t) +
dc

ω (t)
bĩ (t)
vdc (t) q

(12)

− vω ((tt)) 23 P∆Ldq,0 id (t)iq (t) + dv (t), ∀t ≥ 0
dc

where b := 23 Pλ PM,0 , iq,re f (t) denotes the q-axis current reference, the q-axis current tracking error ĩq (t)
is defined as ĩq (t) := iq,re f (t) − iq (t), ∀t ≥ 0, Ldq,0 := Ldq
Ld ,Lq = Ld,0 ,Lq,0

, and dv (t) := C0 v̇∗dc (t) − dv,o (t),

∀t ≥ 0.
The stabilization of the tracking error dynamics of Equation (12) can be established by the
proposed q-axis current reference:
iq,re f (t) :=



vdc (t)
ω (t) 3
C0 λvc ṽ∗dc (t) −
P∆Ldq,0 id (t)iq (t) + dˆv (t) , ∀t ≥ 0
bω (t)
vdc (t) 2

(13)
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where λvc > 0 refers to the design parameter for adjusting the decay ratio of the DC-link voltage
tracking error of ṽ∗dc (t), and dˆv (t) represents the estimated disturbance defined as
dˆv (t) := ζ v (t) + lv C0 ṽ∗dc (t), ∀t ≥ 0

(14)

The state ζ v (t) satisfies the nonlinear observer dynamics:
ζ̇ v (t) = −lv ζ v (t) − lv2 C0 ṽ∗dc (t) + lv



3
ω (t)
biq (t) + P∆Ldq,0 id (t)iq (t) , ∀t ≥ 0
vdc (t)
2

(15)

where lv > 0 is the observer gain as a design parameter. For the rest of this article, the nonlinear
observer of Equation (15) with the output of Equation (14) is called the DC-link voltage DOB.
Substitution of the proposed q-axis current reference of Equation (13) to the DC-link voltage error
dynamics of Equation (12) yields that
ṽ˙ ∗dc (t) = −λvc ṽ∗dc (t) +

1 ˜
ω (t)
bĩq (t) +
d v ( t ), ∀ t ≥ 0
C0 vdc (t)
C0

(16)

where d˜v (t) := dv (t) − dˆv (t), ∀t ≥ 0. Lemma 1 presents the stability property of the closed-loop
error dynamics of Equation (16), which helps the whole closed-loop stability analysis to be performed
considerably easily.
Lemma 1. For any specified designed parameters λvc > 0 and lv > 0, the proposed q-axis current reference of
Equation (13) forces the DC-link voltage error dynamics of Equation (16) to be strictly passive with respect to
the input–output mapping given by
"

ω (t)
bĩ (t)
C0 vdc (t) q

γv d˙v (t)

#

"

7→

ṽ∗dc (t)
d˜v (t)

#
(17)

for some positive constant γv .
The result of Lemma 1 implies that the DC-link voltage of vdc (t) exponentially converges to the
target trajectory of v∗dc (t) if the two signals of ĩq (t) and d˙v (t) exponentially vanish. The Appendix A
proves Lemma 1 by showing the positive definite function, defined as
Vvdc (t) :=

1 ∗
γv
(ṽ (t))2 + d˜2v (t), ∀t ≥ 0
2 dc
2

(18)

to be
V̇vdc (t) ≤ −αvdc Vvdc (t) + ṽ∗dc (t)

ω (t)
bĩq (t) + γv d˜v (t)d˙v (t), ∀t ≥ 0
C0 vdc (t)

(19)

for some constants αvc > 0 and γv > 0. For details, see the Appendix A.
The next step is to derive the d-q axis current error dynamics, which can be obtained as
Ld,0 ĩ˙d (t)

Lq,0 ĩ˙q (t)

=
=
=
=

Ld,0 i̇d,re f (t) − Ld,0 i̇d (t)
Rs,0 id (t) − Lq,0 ωr (t)iq (t) − ud (t) + dd (t)

(20)

Lq,0 i̇q,re f (t) − Lq,0 i̇q (t)
Rs,0 iq (t) + Ld,0 ωr (t)id (t) + λ PM,0 ωr (t)
−uq (t) + dq (t)

(21)
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where
dd (t)

:=

Ld,0 i̇d,re f (t) − dd,o (t)

dq (t)

:=

Lq,0 i̇q,re f (t) − dq,o (t), ∀t ≥ 0

For stabilizing the error dynamics of Equations (16), (20) and (21), the control law is proposed as
ud (t)
uq (t)

Rs,0 id (t) − Lq,0 ωr (t)iq (t) + Ld,0 λcc ĩd (t) + dˆd (t)

=

=

Rs,0 iq (t) + Ld,0 ωr (t)id (t) + λ PM,0 ωr (t) +
+ Lq,0 λcc ĩq (t) + dˆq (t), ∀t ≥ 0

Lq,0 ω (t)
bṽ∗dc
C0 vdc (t)

(22)
(23)

where the design parameter λcc > 0 is introduced to tune the decay ratio of the current tracking errors
ĩ x (t), x = d, q; the estimated disturbances, dˆx (t), x = d, q, are defined as
dˆx (t) := ζ x (t) + lx L x,0 ĩ x (t), x = d, q, ∀t ≥ 0

(24)

and ζ x (t), x = d, q denote the states of the nonlinear observers:

= −ld ζd (t) − ld2 Ld,0 ĩd (t)

+ld − Rs,0 id (t) + Lq,0 ωr (t)iq (t) + ud (t)

(25)

= −lq ζ q (t) − lq2 Lq,0 ĩq (t)


+lq − Rs,0 iq (t) − Ld,0 ωr (t)id (t) − λ PM,0 ωr (t) + uq (t) , ∀t ≥ 0

(26)

ζ̇ d (t)

ζ̇ q (t)

where lx > 0, x = d, q are the observer gains as design parameters. For the rest of this article,
the nonlinear observers of Equations (25) and (26) with the outputs of Equation (24) are called the
current DOBs.
Substituting the control laws of Equations (22) and (23) to the d-q current error dynamics of
Equations (20) and (21), it is easy to see that
ĩ˙d (t)

= −λcc ĩd (t) +

1 ˜
d (t)
Ld,0 d

(27)

ĩ˙q (t)

= −λcc ĩq (t) −

ω (t)
1 ˜
bṽ∗ (t) +
d q ( t ), ∀ t ≥ 0
C0 vdc (t) dc
Lq,0

(28)

where d˜x (t) := d x (t) − dˆx (t) and x = d, q, ∀t ≥ 0. Lemma 2 presents the stability property of the
closed-loop error dynamics of Equations (27) and (28), which helps the whole closed-loop stability
analysis to be performed considerably easily.
Lemma 2. For any specified designed parameters λcc > 0, lx > 0 and x = d, q, the proposed control law of
Equations (22) and (23) forces the d-q axis error dynamics of Equations (27) and (28) to be strictly passive with
respect to the input–output mapping given by


0

 − ω (t) bṽ∗ (t)
 C0 vdc (t) dc


γd d˙d (t)
γq d˙q (t)
for some positive constants γx , x = d, q.







 7→







ĩd (t)
ĩq (t)
d˜d (t)
d˜q (t)







(29)
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The result of Lemma 2 implies that the d-q axis current tracking errors exponentially vanish if
the signals of ṽ∗dc (t) and d˙x (t), x = d, q also vanish. The Appendix A proves Lemma 2 by showing the
positive definite function defined as
Vdq (t) :=

1 2
γx ˜2
ĩ x (t) + ∑
d ( t ), ∀ t ≥ 0
2
2 x
x =d,q
x =d,q

∑

(30)

to be
V̇dq (t) ≤ −αdq Vdq (t) − ĩq (t)

ω (t)
bṽ∗ (t) + ∑ γx d˜x (t)d˙x (t), ∀t ≥ 0
C0 vdc (t) dc
x =d,q

(31)

for some constants αdq > 0 and γx > 0, x = d, q. For details, see the Appendix A.
Now, it is ready to analyze the closed-loop tracking error behaviors by using two inequalities of
Equations (19) and (31), which are obtained as the results of Lemmas 1 and 2. See the Appendix A for
the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. For any given control parameters of λvc > 0, λcc > 0, lv > 0 and l x > 0, x = d, q, the proposed
control law of Equations (22) and (23), with the DOBs of Equations (14), (15), (24) – (26), makes the closed-loop
system exponentially recover the target DC-link voltage tracking performance of Equation (11), that is,

|ṽ∗dc (t)| ≤ γcl e−

αcl
2

t

, ∀|d˜x | ≥ d x , ∀t ≥ 0

(32)

for some αcl > 0, γcl > 0, and d x > 0.
Note that it is not clear whether the closed-loop system suffers the offset errors or not in the
real implementations, as the proposed control algorithms of Equations (22) and (23) with the d-axis
current reference of Equation (13) do not include the integrators of the tracking errors. Interestingly,
the proposed control law guarantees the offset-free property without the use of the integrators of the
tracking errors, which means that the control algorithm can be further simplified by removing the
corresponding anti-windup algorithms. This point can be considered a practical advantage of this
article. For details, see Theorem 2; the proof is given in the Appendix A.
Theorem 2. In the steady state, the closed-loop system always removes the DC-link voltage steady errors,
that is,
v0dc = v0dc,re f

(33)

where v0dc and v0dc,re f denote the steady-state values of vdc (t) and vdc,re f (t), respectively.
Remark 1. The DC-link voltage and the current DOB dynamics can be written in the first-order low-pass
filer form:


˙
ˆ
ˆ
d x (t) = lx d x (t) − d x (t) , x = v, d, q, ∀t ≥ 0
whose transfer functions are given by
D̂x (s)
lx
=
, x = v, d, q, ∀s ∈ C
Dx (s)
s + lx

(34)

which shows that the DOB gains lx > 0 and x = v, d, q, can be tuned for the transfer functions of Equation (34)
to have a desired cut-off frequency in rad/s.
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4. Simulations
This section discusses the simulations to show the efficacy of the proposed method, comparing
this with the classical feedback linearizing method in [23]. PSIM software was utilized to perform the
simulations in which the control algorithm was implemented using the DLL (Dynamic Link Library)
block with C-language. The true parameters of the PMSG and the output capacitor were given by
Rs
J

= 0.099 Ω, Ld = Lq = 4.07 mH, λ PM = 0.3166 Wb, P = 40,
= 0.02 kg · m2 , B = 0.000425 Nm/rad/s, C = 2350 µF

(35)

and it was assumed that the nominal parameters were given by
Rs,0 = 0.7Rs , Ld,0 = 1.5Ld , Lq,0 = 1.5Lq , λ PM,0 = 1.2λ PM , C0 = 0.6C

(36)






Tm



ia ,b ,c

Ȭ


Vdc



which were used for constructing the control algorithm. The wind turbine part was emulated by
adopting the wind turbine block of the renewable energy package in the PSIM software with the
nominal output power of 10 kW, a moment of inertia of 1 × 10−3 kg · m2 , a base wind speed of 20 m/s,
a base rotational speed of 50 rpm, and an initial rotational speed of 10 rpm. It was assumed that the
wind came from the Weibull distribution-based wind model [24]. The control and the pulse-width
modulation (PWM) period were set to be 0.1 ms. Figure 2 depicts the implemented closed-loop system,
for which the load-side converter system with an AC load was assumed to be a single-phase passive
load for convenience.



θ
dq

abc

u a ,b , c
dq

id ,q

abc

ud , q

Ȭȱ


ȱ¢ȱȱȱ ȱȬ

Figure 2. The implementation of the closed-loop system

The cut-off frequencies were adjusted as f cc = 200 Hz and f vc = 5 Hz so that
ωcc = 2π f cc = 1256 rad/s, ωvc = 2π f vc = 31.4 rad/s,
which was applied to both of the proposed and feedback linearizing methods. The DOB gains were
selected as lv = ld = lq = 314 rad/s, for the cut-off frequency of the corresponding transfer functions
of Equation (34). Note that the d-axis current reference of id,re f (t) was set to zero for the maximum
torque per ampere (MTPA) operation of the surface-mounted-type PMSG used in this simulation. The
decay ratios of the DC-link voltage tracking error and the d-q axis current tracking errors were tuned
to be λvc = 125.6 and λcc = ωcc = 1256.
The FL technique in [23] used for a comparison is described by
ud (t)

=

Ld,0 ωcc ĩd (t) + Rs,0 ωcc

Z t
0

ĩd (τ )dτ − Lq,0 ωr (t)iq (t)

(37)
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uq (t)

=

Lq,0 ωcc ĩq (t) + Rs,0 ωcc
+λ PM,0 ωr (t), ∀t ≥ 0

Rt

0 ĩq ( τ ) dτ

+ Ld,0 ωr (t)id (t)

(38)

Here, the q-axis current reference comes from


Z t
vdc (t)
2
2C0 ωvc ṽdc (t) + C0 ωvc
ṽdc (τ )dτ , ∀t ≥ 0
iq,re f (t) =
bω (t)
0

(39)

where ṽdc (t) = vdc,re f (t) − vdc (t), ∀t ≥ 0. Note that it is easy to verify that the FL method of
Equations (37)–(39) approximately yields the current and DC-link voltage-loop transfer functions
given by
Gx ( s ) =

ωcc
ωvc
, x = d, q, Gv (s) =
, ∀s ∈ C
s + ωcc
s + ωvc

through the pole-zero cancellation, provided that the nominal parameters are equal to the true
parameters, that is, Rs,0 = Rs , L x,0 = L x , λ PM,0 = λ PM and C0 = C, x = d, q. The cut-off frequencies
ωcc and ωvc were selected to be the same as for the proposed method.
The first simulation was conducted to evaluate the DC-link voltage tracking performance with
a resistive load of R L = 100 Ω; the DC-link voltage reference was increased from 300 to 500 V, and
it was then decreased to 300 V. The simulation results are depicted in Figure 3, and they imply that
the proposed method successfully drives the DC-link voltage to rapidly follow its target dynamics
of Equation (11) in the presence of the model-plant mismatches. The behaviors of the estimated
disturbances and the wind pattern used in this simulation are presented in Figure 4.
9GF

9GFB 3,B9GFBWUDFNLQJB9BWRB9BDWBRKPB+]








,GVU

: Vdc (Proposed Method)
: Vdc (Classical Method)



7LPH V ,TVU
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: id (Proposed Method)
: id (Classical Method)






7LPH V

: iq (Proposed Method)
: iq (Classical Method)








7LPH V



Figure 3. The closed-loop performance comparison between the proposed method and the feedback
linearizing (FL) method with a resistive load of R L = 100 Ω.
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Figure 4. The estimated disturbance behaviors and the wind pattern based on the Weibull distribution.

The second simulation compared the DC-link voltage regulation performances by applying the
pulse resistive load from R L = 100 Ω to R L = 28.6 Ω at the 300 V operation mode. Figure 5 depicts
the comparison results, which imply that the proposed method considerably reduces the over/under
shoots caused by the load variations, compared to the classical FL method. The correponding PMSG
output power behaviors are presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. The comparison result of DC-link voltage regulation performance between the proposed
method and the feedback linearizing (FL) method at the DC-link voltage of 300 V with a pulse
resistive load torque from R L = 100 Ω to R L = 28.6 Ω; (a) the resulting output voltage wave forms,
(b) a magnified version of (a), (c) d-axis current wave forms, (d) q-axis current wave forms
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Figure 6. The permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) output power behaviors of the
proposed method and the feedback linearizing (FL) method at the DC-link voltage of 300 V with a
pulse resistive load torque from R L = 100 Ω to R L = 28.6 Ω.

The third simulation was performed to show the closed-loop robustness by investigating the
DC-link voltage tracking performance variations for different load conditions, such as RL = 100, 50, 30 Ω.
The DC-link voltage reference was increased from 300 to 600 V. The corresponding result is given in Figure 7,
which indicates that the proposed method effectively suppresses the DC-link voltage tracking performance
variations for several load conditions.
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Figure 7. The DC-link voltage tracking performance variation comparison between the proposed
method (a) and the feedback linearizing (FL) method (b) at three resistive loads: R L = 100, 50, 30 Ω.

In the last simulation, the DC-link voltage tracking behaviors were compared at a resistive load of
R L = 100 Ω with the same DC-link voltage reference by increasing the cut-off frequencies, such as
2, 5, 8 Hz. As can be clearly seen from the result presented in Figure 8, the proposed method efficiently
assigns the desired DC-link voltage tracking performance to the closed-loop system, unlike the classical
FL technique.
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Figure 8. The DC-link voltage tracking behavior comparison between the proposed method (a) and
the feedback linearizing (FL) method (b) by increasing the cut-off frequencies, such as 2, 5, 8 Hz.

As shown in the simulation results, in contrast to the classical FL method, the proposed method
successfully maintains a satisfactory closed-loop performance despite the operating mode changes.
Hence, the proposed method offers almost the same closed-loop performance for various operating
ranges without any additional gain scheduling method, which corresponds to a practical advantage of
the proposed technique.
5. Conclusions
In this article, a robust DC-link voltage tracking algorithm was proposed by incorporating
first-order DOBs in the proportional-type feedback-linearizing DC-link voltage control algorithm. It is
rigorously shown that the proposed method guarantees the performance recovery property with the
offset-free property. The efficacy of the proposed method has been confirmed by performing realistic
simulations for wind power system applications.
Acknowledgments: This research was supported by the newly created professor research fund of Hanbat National
University in 2017.
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Appendix A
This section proves Lemmas 1 and 2, and Theorems 1 and 2 in a sequential manner. First, Lemma 1
is proved as follows.
Proof. The nonlinear observer of Equation (15) with the estimated disturbance of Equation (14) can be
written as
dˆ˙v − lv C0 ṽ˙ ∗dc

= −lv (dˆv − lv C0 ṽ∗dc ) − lv2 C0 ṽ∗dc + lv

ω
3
(biq + P∆Ldq,0 id iq ), ∀t ≥ 0
vdc
2

which can be rearranged as
dˆ˙v



= lv

C0 ṽ˙ ∗dc

+

ω
vdc ( biq

+

3
ˆ
2 P∆Ldq,0 id iq ) − dv



= lv d˜v , ∀t ≥ 0
where d˜v := dv − dˆv , ∀t ≥ 0, because it follows from the error dynamics of Equation (12) that
dv = C0 ṽ˙ ∗dc +

ω
3
(biq + P∆Ldq,0 id iq ), ∀t ≥ 0
vdc
2

(A1)
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Now, consider the positive definite function defined in Equation (30):
Vvdc =

1 ∗ 2 γv ˜2
(ṽ ) + dv , ∀t ≥ 0
2 dc
2

where the positive constant γv will be determined later. The corresponding time derivative of the
function of Vx , x = d, q, along the trajectories of Equations (A1) and (16), is obtained as
V̇vdc

˙ ∗ + γv d˜v d˜˙v
= ṽ∗dc ṽ
dc



∗
= ṽdc − λvc ṽ∗dc + C0ωvdc bĩq + C10 d˜v + γv d˜v − lv d˜v + d˙v


λvc
1
∗
2
≤ − 2 (ṽdc ) − γv lv − 2λ C2 d˜2v + ṽ∗dc C0ωvdc bĩq + γv d˜v d˙v , ∀t ≥ 0

(A2)

vc 0

where the last inequality is verified by applying Young’s inequality:
xy ≤

e 2
1
x + y2 , ∀ x, y ∈ R, ∀e > 0
2
2e

(A3)

It is easy to see that the positive constant γv , determined as
γv : =

1
lv



1
2λvc C02

+

1
2


(A4)

makes the inequality of Equation (A2) as follows:
V̇vdc

≤
where αvdc := min{λvc ,
Equation (17).

ω
λvc ∗ 2 1 ˜2
bĩq + γv d˜v d˙v ,
(ṽdc ) − dv + ṽ∗dc
2
2
C0 vdc
ω
−αvdc Vvdc + ṽ∗dc
bĩq + γv d˜v d˙v , ∀t ≥ 0
C0 vdc

≤ −

1
γv } ,

(A5)

which implies the strict passivity of the input–output mapping of

The proof of Lemma 2 is given as follows.
Proof. The nonlinear observers of Equations (25) and (26) with the estimated disturbances of
Equation (24) can be written as
dˆ˙d − ld Ld,0 ĩ˙d

= −ld (dˆd − ld Ld,0 ĩd ) − ld2 Ld,0 ĩd
+ld (− Rs,0 id + Lq,0 ωr iq + ud ),

dˆ˙q − lq Lq,0 ĩ˙q

= −lq (dˆq − lq Lq,0 ĩq ) − lq2 Lq,0 ĩq
+lq (− Rs,0 iq − Ld,0 ωr id − λ PM,0 ωr + uq ), ∀t ≥ 0

which can be rearranged as
dˆ˙d
dˆ˙q

= ld ( Ld,0 ĩ˙d − Rs,0 id + Lq,0 ωr iq + ud − dˆd )
= ld d˜d ,
= lq ( Lq,0 ĩ˙q − Rs,0 iq − Ld,0 ωr id − λ PM,0 ωr + uq − dˆq )
= lq d˜q , ∀t ≥ 0

(A6)
(A7)
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because it follows from the error dynamics of Equations (20) and (21) that
dd

=

dq

=

Ld,0 ĩ˙d − Rs,0 id + Lq,0 ωr iq + ud ,
L ĩ˙ − R i − L ω i − λ
q,0 q

s,0 q

d,0

r d

PM,0 ωr

+ uq , ∀t ≥ 0

Now, consider the positive definite function defined in Equation (30):
Vdq =

γx ˜2
1 2
ĩ x + ∑
d , ∀t ≥ 0
2
2 x
x =d,q
x =d,q

∑

where the positive constant γx , x = d, q is determined later. The corresponding time derivative of the
function of Vdq , along the trajectories of Equations (A6), (A7), (27) and (28), is obtained as
V̇dq

= ∑ x=d,q ĩ x ĩ˙x + ∑ x=d,q γx d˜x d˜˙x




= ĩd − λcc ĩd + L1d,0 d˜d + ĩq − λcc ĩq − C0ωvdc bṽ∗dc + L1q,0 d˜q


˜
˜
˙
+ ∑ x=d,q γx d x − lx d x + d x


λcc 2
1
≤ − ∑ x=d,q 2 ĩ x − ∑ x=d,q γx lx − 2λ L2 d˜2x − ĩq C0ωvdc bṽ∗dc

(A8)

cc x,0

+ ∑ x=d,q γx d˜x d˙x , ∀t ≥ 0
where the last inequality is verified by applying Young’s inequality of Equation (A3). It is easy to see
that the positive constants γx and x = d, q, determined as
1
γx :=
lx




1
1
+
, x = d, q
2
2λcc L2x,0

(A9)

make the inequality of Equation (A8) as follows:
V̇dq

≤ − ∑ x=d,q λ2cc ĩ2x − ∑ x=d,q 12 d˜2x − ĩq C0ωvdc bṽ∗dc + ∑ x=d,q γx d˜x d˙x
≤ −αdq Vdq − ĩq C0ωvdc bṽ∗dc + ∑ x=d,q γx d˜x d˙x , ∀t ≥ 0

where αdq := min{λcc ,
of Equation (29).

1
1
γd , γq } ,

(A10)

which implies the strict passivity of the input–output mapping

Theorem 1 is proved as follows.
Proof. Define the composite-type positive definite function as
Vcl := Vvdc + Vdq , ∀t ≥ 0

(A11)

where the two positive definite functions of Vx , x = vdc , dq are defined in Equations (18) and (30).
Then, the time-derivative of V along the trajectories of Equations (16), (27) and (28) is obtained as
V̇cl

= V̇vdc + V̇dq
≤ −αvdc Vvdc + ṽ∗dc C0ωvdc bĩq + γv d˜v d˙v
−αdq Vdq − ĩq C0ωvdc bṽ∗dc + ∑ x=d,q γx d˜x d˙x
= −αvdc Vvdc − αdq Vdq + ∑ x=v,d,q γx d˜x d˙x , ∀t ≥ 0

(A12)
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where the first inequality is obtained by the two inequalities of Equations (19) and (31). The application
of Young’s inequality of Equation (A3) makes the inequality of Equation (A12) as follows:
αvdc
2

α
Vvdc − 2dq Vdq − ∑ x=v,d,q c x d˜2x + ∑ x=v,d,q γx d˜x d˙x
¯˙
−αcl Vcl , ∀|d˜x | ≥ γx dx , x = v, d, q, ∀t ≥ 0

≤ −

V̇cl

≤

(A13)

cx

αv
α v γv
α
α γ
α γq
where αcl := min{ 2dc , 2dq }, cv := dc4 , cd := dq4 d , cq := dq4 , and d¯˙x stands for the positive
constant satisfying |d˙x | ≤ d¯˙x , x = v, d, q, which verifies that the inequality of Equation (32) holds by
the comparison principle in [25].

The proof of Theorem 2 is given as follows.
Proof. As can be seen in the proof of Theorem 1 in the Appendix A, the DOB dynamics can be
written as
dˆ˙x (t) = lx d˜x (t), x = v, d, q, ∀t ≥ 0
which gives the steady-state relationship:
d˜0x = 0, ∀lx > 0, x = v, d, q

(A14)

where ((·))0 refers to the steady-state value of (·). On the other hand, the closed-loop error dynamics of
Equations (16), (27) and (28) with the target dynamics of Equation (11) yield the steady-state equations:

0

=


J − R x̃

(A15)

= −λcc ĩ0d


0
∗ 0
0 = ωvc vdc,re f − (vdc )

0

(A16)
(A17)

where
"
x̃ =

(ṽ∗dc )0
ĩ0q

#

ω0 b
, J=
C0 v0dc

"

0
−1

1
0

#

"
, R=

λvc
0

Because the matrix (J − R) is negative definite, that is,
x̃T (J − R)x̃

= x̃T Jx̃ − x̃T Rx̃
= −x̃T JT x̃ − x̃T Rx̃
= −x̃T Rx̃ < 0, ∀x̃ 6= 0

Equation (A15) implies that
x̃ = 0
which, together with Equation (A17), concludes that

(ṽ∗dc )0 = 0 ⇒ v0dc = (v∗dc )0 = v0dc,re f

0
λcc

#
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